“A book, too, can be a star, a living fire to lighten the darkness, leading out into the expanding universe.”
– Madeleine L’Engle

“Books are my refuge. I can crawl into the space between the pages and curl my back to loneliness.”
– Anubhav Mishra

“I know some who are constantly drunk on books as other men are drunk on whiskey.”
– H.L. Mencken

“Books are the plane, and the train, and the road. They are the destination, and the journey. They are home.”
– Anna Quindlen
“Some like to believe it’s the book that chooses the person.”
– Carlos Ruiz Zafón

“People can lose their lives in libraries. They ought to be warned.”
– Saul Bellow

“I have always imagined that Paradise will be a kind of library.”
– Jorge Luis Borges

“There is no friend as loyal as a book.”
– Ernest Hemingway